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Being an Ally to the LGBTQ+ Community by

Ava Walker

The lgbtq+ community is a group of lesbian, gay,

bisexual, transgender, and other queer individuals

brought together by a common culture and social

movements. This community celebrates pride,

diversity, individuality, and sexuality. Now you

might ask why should I be an ally? Allies are

important and welcomed supporters of the

community. They help create a platform to fight

against homophobia and transphobia, seeing as

homophobic and transphobic people won’t want to

listen to the lgbtq+. Maybe if more heterosexuals

teach them about it they’ll listen. Allies advocate for

equal rights for all people, regardless of their sexual

orientation. How can you be an ally? Well here’s

some tips:

1. Be open to learn and educate yourself on the

topic at hand.

2. Don’t just use the label “ally” take action.

3. Confront your own prejudices and unconscious

bias.

4. Knowing the language matters, pronouns respect

the members of this community.

5. No slurs! It’s rude and uncalled for.

Those are some ways you could be an ally to the

lgbtq+ community!

Mental Illnesses in Teens by Lindsay Trainor

While many parents are very understanding of

their teens’ mental health, there are definitely some

parents that do not believe how their children feel.

In many cases mental illness in teens is caused by

childhood trauma. For example, sometimes when

the parent does not believe a child about their

mental illness, it is because they don’t want to

believe they had something to do with the cause of

the mental illness. Causes of teen mental illness

may include abandonment, abuse, bullying, drug

and alcohol abuse, and family dysfunction.

Approximately 49.5% of teens suffer from some

sort of mental illness. Kids are more depressed and

anxious now because of the increase of divorce and

electronic media. While 1 in 5 children suffer from

some sort of mental illness only 20% will get the

help they need.



Entertainment Corner

Pacific Rim Movie Summaries by Taylor H.

Murray

Pacific Rim is about these huge robots called

“Jaegers,'' that are controlled by 2 or more human

pilots who fight alien creatures from the Earth’s

oceans called “Kaiju”. There are multiple categories

or classes of “Kaijus” depending on what they are

and what their powers are. The names of the

“Kaijus” that are in the movie are "Leatherback,

Knifehead, Raiju, Trespasser, Scunner, Mutavore,

Hundun, Slattern, Onibaba, Hardship, Kaiceph,

Karloff, Mutavore, Yamarashi, Reckoner, Otachi,

and Baby Kaiju.” While many of the “Pacific Rim's

Kaiju” stand tall on two legs, “Onibaba” is a

smaller, four-legged creature that resembles a crab.

There are many “Jaeger” robots that have different

names, powers, and pilot names that are important

to mankind. The names of the “Jaegers” are “Gipsy

Danger, Striker Eureka, Crimson Typhoon, and

Cherno Alpha.” These four “Jaegers” are piloted by

Americans, Chinese, Russians, Australian, and

Japanese. The timeline that is set in the movie is

2025 where mankind had multiple destructions

from the Kaijus that have attacked many cities and

continents around the pacific rim. There are many

battles in this movie. The movie itself is very good.

This movie was released on July 12, 2013. I would

definitely recommend watching this movie if you

like giant robots and aliens. #Robots

The Foo Fighters by Dominic Willis

The Foo Fighters is a rock band that was formed in

1994 by Dave Grohl after the death of Kurt Cobain.

This was at first a one man band, but a little bit

later Dave Grohl found Nate Mendel and William

Goldsmith. As well as Pat Smear, who played guitar

for “Nirvana” on tour. William Goldsmith quit

before they finished recording the 2nd album, and

Dave then found Taylor Hawkins to become the

band's drummer. Pat Smear eventually left so the

band found Franz Stahl, but Franz was fired before

the 3rd album was recorded, and eventually Chris

Shiflett joined on guitar, and Pat Smear rejoined in

2010. Sadly their drummer, Taylor Hawkins,

recently passed away on March 25, 2022. Foo

Fighters is one of the greatest bands in my opinion.

I could, and have spent hours listening to them.

They won't be the same without Taylor Hawkins,

but they will always be an amazing group.

Mother Mother by Dez Brown

Mother Mother is an indie rock artist. I love

almost every song they’ve ever made. From “Oh

Ana” to “The Knack,” they have a flawless

discography. Their music is hard to explain. It’s just

so unique and creative! Their music is the perfect

balance of strong and peaceful. Right now, their

song “Hayloft II” is my favorite song of all. It has a

fearful and aggressive vibe in some places, and a

calm but afraid vibe in others. The sound feels

vengeful, like they were betrayed by someone and

left to deal with the consequences on their own. It

truly does feel like a second part to “Hayloft,”

another song of theirs that I love. The song

“Hayloft” feels like a warning. It feels like a mix of

warning and threatening, an odd combination that

works so well. Compared to “Hayloft II,” it’s much

more fast paced. It makes me picture running away

from a barn with a man with a gun chasing you. It

really feels energetic in the way of running from

something. “Oh Ana” is the last song I want to

describe. The song “Oh Ana” is a must-listen. It

feels apologetic, but out of control. It’s an

interesting song that I’d suggest to anyone. I hope

you give Mother Mother a listen!



Chaotic Children by Avery Wolke

My weekend started out normally. The weather

was rather nice. The sun was shining, and the snow

was melting. Before my vision, a silver van with

license plates of a different state pulled up in my

lawn. The dogs began to fight for the window view.

Small children soon piled into the living room, my

mom hysterically excited to see runny nosed

prepubescents. Our clean living room was soon

scattered with toys and small shoes. My days were

full of screaming. Saturday came ever so slowly. My

niece's birthday took place at 12, Saturday

afternoon. We cleaned the house for what had to be

the 5th time in 4 hours. She had expressed to us

she couldn’t have a birthday without Spider-Man

decor. We set up the party, blowing up packs of

balloons. My asthma apparently wasn’t a good

enough excuse to not blow up balloons, as if I didn't

struggle enough to keep my own air, I had to share

with a balloon. Her mother forced us into wearing

paper spider man masks from the party section of

Walmart. She started with her cake and candles, in

which I had to restrain an aggressive 2 year old

vandalizing the cake. After the party was dinner.

Myself and the younger kids shared the dinner

table while the adults, specifically 18 and older, sat

in the living room. I found myself spacing out the

window before I felt a small tap on my shoulder. I

glimpsed down to see the birthday girl tugging at

the Spider-Man table cloth. She proceeds to look at

me and ask, “did you wash the table?” All of my

nerves seemed to snap right there as I shot back,

“do you wash the table?” She had responded with a

no.I had immediately responded “that's what I

thought”, before bringing my attention back to my

meal. In conclusion, 5 year-old children can be

bossy.

Thoughts?

Do Aliens Exist? by Joselyn Fullmer

Aliens most definitely exist. To be honest, I think

it is rather closed minded to think that Aliens don’t

exist. If the universe truly is infinite, how could

Aliens not exist? Yes, our planet is unique. And, it

is unlikely that there is a planet out there exactly

like ours. However, who says Aliens don’t live on a

planet with entirely different living conditions.

They would have evolved, just like us, to fit their

own planet's conditions. They would have their

own variations of everything, such as; different

animals, different plants, different rocks. They may

not even have grass or mountains or anything that

we have. And they are existing, maybe wondering if

we exist, coming up with stories about drawing in

their grass. This doesn’t mean that they are here or

that they are hiding on our planet. They likely

would not be able to survive in our planet's

conditions. Even if they did survive, they would

stick out like a sore thumb due to the definite

differences in our appearances. Maybe, one day, we

will advance our technology so that we discover and

meet them. Or visa versa. I personally hope it is

soon.

The Ways of Water by Bonnie Hale

Water is one of the most important things in

human life, but have you ever thought about how

much water is really in the world? How much water

is wasted in one day? Well there’s lots of drinking

water but most of our water is mostly in the ocean.

Lots of water is wasted every year. As you all know

we need water to survive, but if we keep the rate as



we are going then, I think we will be super thirsty

in the next 200 to 300 years. So stop and think

twice next time before you leave your water

running! How do you think we could save water?

History

Hoop Skirt History by Elisha Malcom

The hoop skirt was a popular fashion statement

during the mid 1800s. They were invented in 1846

at the beginning of the Victorian era. The shape of

the hoop has changed throughout a few centuries.

Although they were called by many different

names, the hoop skirt was to make the waist seem

smaller. The skirt also helped it seem less obvious

what social class you were from. Plus, some women

figured out the bigger the hoop, the farther you

could keep men away according to old fashion

magazines. The hoop would help lessen the layers

of petticoats the women had to wear. Even though

some people look back and think the hoop skirts

were impractical, the hoop skirt was still a great

invention in my opinion.

The History of Jonestown by Caitlyn Shelton

The Jonestown massacre was a mass

murder-suicide of the Peoples Temple cult at the

behest of their leader, Jim Jones, in 1978. The

Peoples Temple, which was run by Jim Jones and

his wife, was active in humanitarian causes in its

community, Jones’s treatment to his followers was

often less than humane. Many temple members

were regularly beaten, humiliated, blackmailed,

and many were brainwashed into signing over their

possessions, including their homes to the church.

The church members would be rounded up into

government run concentration camps and family

members were kept apart. In 1977, after members

of the press began to ask questions about Jones’s

operation, he moved to Guyana with hundreds of

his followers. In November 1978, U.S.

Congressman Leo Ryan traveled to Guyana to

inspect the Peoples Temple. Leo had made some

shocking discoveries that would tear apart the

temple. Jones had to do something about it. Jones

then had his congregation assassinate Leo Ryan.

Not long after Jones released radio orders for

Temple members outside the compound to commit

suicide. Jones enacted his “revolutionary suicide”

plan at the compound, which members had

“practiced” in the past, in which a fruit drink was

laced with cyanide, tranquilizers, and sedatives. It

was first squirted into the mouths of babies and

children through a syringe and then taken by adult

members. Many believe Jones died of a

self-inflicted gunshot wound instead of drinking

the juice and dying like the rest of the congregation.

To learn more about the history of Jonestown visit

https://www.britannica.com/event/Jonestown

WARNING: INTENSE

CONTENT

Norwegian Black Metal! by Rowdy Barber

Out of Norway a group of three teenagers that

loved black metal music led by Øystein Aarseth

most often referred to as “Euronymous,''

unknowingly created “Norwegian black metal” in

1984, which also started the 2nd wave of black

metal. Their band was called “MAYHEM”. They

released their first E.P. “Deathcrush '' with singer

“Maniac”. Maniac left the group and they held

auditions for a new singer. Mayhem received a tape

in the mail, and with the tape also came a dead

mouse tied to a cross made out of twigs. They

listened to the tape and Euronymous ended up

loving his voice so he picked him up from Sweden.

His name was “Dead.” Dead was an interesting

https://www.britannica.com/event/Jonestown


figure, but he was very depressed. When he was a

kid he got beat so badly by bullies in his school his

heart stopped beating for a little while but was

brought back to life. Dead was never the same after

that. Dead used to bury his clothes to smell more

like a corpse. Unfortunately, Dead ended his life.

The bass player of Mayhem “Necrobutcher” did not

like the actions of other band members. So the only

people left in Mayhem were Euronymous and

drummer “Hellhammer.” After all of this, Øystein

created a record store called “Helvete,” where he

ran his record label “Death like Silence.” The

basement of Helvete is where people of the black

circle would hang out. This is where Øystein met

Christian Vikernes who was in the one man band

“Burzum.” Burzum released its first album through

Øysteins record label and Christian was made part

of the Black Circle. Feeling like he didn't get

enough respect, he changed his name to Varg and

burned down a church to promote his album

release, and everybody in the Black Circle was

impressed. So he kept doing it. That's when Øystein

started to get jealous of Varg. Then faust the

drummer of Emperor, wanting to one up the other

people in the Black Circle murdered a person in a

park on August 21, 1992 by stabbing him 37 times.

He told Øystein and Varg and in celebration the

trio commited church arson. Varg started to get

very full of himself and Øystein was getting jealous

of Varg. Øystein said he was going to tase Varg, tie

him up, and torture him to death, and make a snuff

film out of it. Varg found out and he was angry.

Varg drove to Øysteins house with a knife.

According to Varg, Øystein panicked and kicked

Varg in the chest. Then Øystein went to grab a knife

and Varg stabbed Øystein 23 times. Varg went to

prison on May 16, 1994. When he got out of prison

(somehow), he started a YouTube channel and is

now openly racist on social media. Mayhem is still

going strong today with “Necrobutcher '' and

“Hellhammer.''

Much of this story was cut out by

Mr. DeRosa.

Ways to Reduce Stress By Izabell Roggeman

Stress can form due to many factors of everyday

life and is important to keep at a maintained level

to improve overall health. A few ways to help with

stress are:

● Physical Activity

● Healthy Diet

● Minimizing Use of Electronics

● Supplements (vitamins and minerals)

● Maintaining Good Self-Care

● Reducing Intake of Caffeine

● Spending Time with Significant Others,

Close Friends, and Family

● Creating and Respecting Personal

Boundaries

● Avoiding Procrastination

● Practicing Yoga, Meditation, Mindfulness,

and Deep Breathing Techniques

● Spending Time in Nature or with Pets

● Medicine

Taking part in any of the listed activities will help

the body and mind reduce high stress factors. Then

from there, the body and mind won’t succumb into

becoming chronically stressed.


